
 

"Success is not final, failure is not fatal: it is the courage to continue that counts." ~ Winston Churchill, 
Former Prime Minister of the United Kingdom 

 
Residency Reminders | October 26 – October 28 

(Reminders posted on the EMBA Portal under Residency Announcements) 
Dear Irish: 
 
It's time to reconvene the cohort, and fortunately, we are doing so on another football weekend!   
 
It's a Wrap 
Professor Laroque and Professor Berente will conclude their teaching for the term on Thursday and Friday, 
respectively.  
 
In With the New 
Three new instructors also kick off this residency: Prof. Bern (Financial Statement Analysis), Prof. Huynh 
(Intro. To Statistical Analysis), and Prof. Battalio (Corporate Finance). All are very excited to see you and 
kick off the second half of the term.  
 
Saturday, October 28 
A gentle reminder that class wraps at 11:30 a.m. so you can enjoy the Pitt v. ND game that begins at 3:30 
p.m. ET. Wherever you land as a cohort to game-watch, please post pictures to the Mural board. 
 
Save-the-Dates | November 9, 10, and December 8 
A member of Notre Dame's Idea Center team will join us for lunch and highlight the opportunities 
available through the Idea Center, Notre Dame's fundamental resource for all commercialization and 
entrepreneurial activities. On Friday, Bill Fitzpatrick Irish Angels will join us for our first lunch and learn, 
introducing the cohort to the Notre Dame investing team for pre-seed and seed-stage start-ups.     
 
Finally, please save the date for the end-of-term holiday party on Friday, December 8. We are currently 
looking at off-site venues to toast the holiday season. 
 
Spring 2024 Schedule 
I have posted the Spring 2024 schedule to the EMBA portal. I have also attached a copy via email along 
with this announcement and set-up notes. 
 
Swag Sale 
You will have the opportunity to order Mendoza swag. I will provide an order form and 
instructions/deadline to purchase swag in a separate email. Student Services will distribute swag orders in 
December at the last residency.  
 
Reminder | Class Day Opening Prayer/Intention 
Please email me or Suzanne (switt4@nd.edu) if you want to lead a class prayer or share a poem or 
intention for this residency. We welcome volunteers each day of the residency.  
 
I will not see you this weekend; instead, Gianna and Suzanne will share the entire weekend with you.  
 
Le meas and GO IRISH!! 
Christine  

https://mendozaembaportal.nd.edu/residency-announcements/
https://ideacenter.nd.edu/
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